March 17, 2016

TO: All Shipping Agents, Owners, and Operators

SUBJECT: Video on Transit through the New Neopanamax Locks

The Panama Canal Authority, realizing the importance that the expanded Canal will have on world commerce, has produced a video that will acquaint our customers with the new transit process and explain how the new neopanamax locks will operate once they are open.

This 10-minute video, which is a combination of real images and animations, is designed to illustrate a virtual transit of a neopanamax vessel beginning at the Atlantic Entrance and proceeding through the entire transit ending at the Pacific Entrance as it moves on to its final destination. It is narrated to clearly show each step of the transit.

This video, titled “A New Experience – The Panama Canal”, is available at the Panama Canal webpage under the Multimedia pull-down menu, “video” option; or at the following link: https://www.pancanal.com/eng-multimedia/videos/20160310/
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